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Science Entrepreneurship
Vladislav Sandler
Co-founder and CEO of HemoGenyx LLC
Beth Ann Murphy
Founder, BAM Consulting, LLC
Nicole McKnight
Managing Director, BioLabs New York

academic Career Dev
Itzamarie Chevere-Torres
Associate Director,
Office of Postdoctoral Affairs,
Rutgers University
Reeti Behera
Grant Manager, AACR
Peng Guo
Co-Director, Analytical Imaging Facility,
Albert Einstein College of Medicine

Industrial Research
Hannah Bayer
Chief Scientific Officer, Data Cubed, Inc. (D3)
Feryal Ahmad
Consumer Safety Officer, FDA
Yves Sere
Scientist, Biogen
Alan Goggins
Postdoctoral Fellow, Merck
Payal Jain
Postdoctoral Fellow, GSK
Smruthi V.
Postdoctoral Fellow, Janssen

Data Science
Pawan
Data Scientist, ColaBerry, Boston
Nandakishore

Science Communication
Javier Carmona
Editor, Nature Medicine
Rita Strack
Editor, Nature Methods
Anil H. Vaidya
Associate Director, Medical Writing, Pfizer
Hannah (Hye Rim) Chang
Medical Writer, Ghg

Business of Science
Jun Tang
Analyst, Senior Associate, Cancer Research Institute
Ragoo Raghunathan
Business Development Executive, Metabolon
Tara Sharif
Investment Banking, Tarachon
Daniel Parisotto
Manager, Strategic Analysis, Regeneron

Social Awareness
Stephanie Rogers
Social Entrepreneur, NYU

Science Policy, Project Management
Brent Wells
AAAS fellow, USAID Global Development Lab
Susmita Bandhopadhyay
Project Manager, Wilkes Technologies
Poornima Tekumalla
VP & Chief of Staff at BERG LLC
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